Supply List for: Tuscany Workshop
for Fused or Paint transfer
Esterita Austin:
Esterita2@aol.com www.esteritaausitn.com:
Please feel free to e-mail with any questions
For Fused pieces...
Basic tools:
1. * A small rotary cutter with a sharp blade/ or scissors if you prefer*
2. Cutting mat to fit in suitcase
3. Black Sharpie marker
4. *Straight pins (flower heads preferable, only if you have them)
5. *X acto knife is prefered, or paper scissors if you prefer
6. Scotch magic tape
7. Ballpoint pen
8. wide painters tape
9. scotch tape
10. Reynolds freezer paper (when taped together to measure35”x35”)
11. roll or two of Reynolds parchment paper (supermarket or Walmart)
Fabrics:
1.	

2.	

	


1.5 yard piece of pre-washed black cotton fabric.
We have many fabrics for your use in the villa. However, if you’d like, you may bring a
variety of your own fabrics.

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	


What kind of fabrics?
Since we have limited weight on the luggage I will try to be a precise as possible. The
patterns I have drawn up are of Italian street and court yard scenes. Most of them are
traditional color palette of umbers, siena’s , oranges, beiges, tans, browns, sky (your
choice). I have photo images I can send as suggested colors. Of course any color
palette you choose will be fine as long as you bring a range of values. If you want
to go with florescent surreal colors, go for it! But with any palette please bring three
groups of values: darks, mediums and lights.
I find that those fabrics with the multi colors/values in one piece, that have
very dark to very light in the one piece work well. They may be patterned -or the
splotchy type of multi value fabric (you know the ones, they look like someone used it
to wipe up spills or clean their brushes!) Hand dyes work if there is enough contrast
between values in one piece. Often the more values in a piece the better. These are just
suggestions if you already own them. Just bring what you have.You won’t much need
yardage of one fabric.

	

	

	


Supplies I provide Include: full size Pattern of your choice (I’ll be bringing them)
instructions, Mistyfuse, Transdoodle transfer paper, paint, brushes, plastic plates and
cups for paint, additional fabrics

For Monoprinting- Paint transfer pieces
Sharpies, new black fine and ultra fine point, color sharpies, if you like
11 x 17 Glossy color photos,

